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Abstract

The re�nement calculus is a formal technique for the development of programs which are

provably correct with respect to their speci�cations. A formal language is presented for the

description of program development using the re�nement calculus. The language provides an

abstract representation of the overall program development, reecting its tree-like structure.

The language is used for recording developments in the re�nement editor { an automated

tool supporting the re�nement calculus.

1 Introduction

Formal techniques of program development [1, 2, 12, 14, 17] have the potential to revolutionise the
way in which programs are constructed. The formalization of the process of program development

brings with it the bene�ts of rigour, and increases con�dence in the program's correctness. These
formal methods also provide a history of the program's development from the initial speci�cation.
This is an important aspect, but one which is often overlooked.

Our method applies to program transformation techniques in general, though here we restrict
our attention here to Morgan's re�nement calculus [12, 16], the most mature and practical of
the re�nement techniques. There, a program's history is recorded as a sequence of programs,

each more re�ned (and closer to the �nal program) than the previous one. Progression from one
program to the next is made by appeal to one of a number of re�nement laws, the name of which

forms part of the history. (An example development is given in the next section).

Such a history is cumbersome, and is often too detailed to give a clear picture of the pattern
of development. Being a linear representation, it also distorts the tree-like structure of program
development.

We propose a formal language for the description of program development using the re�nement
calculus. It provides an abstract view of the overall development, reects its tree-like structure,

and has been used to record developments in the re�nement editor { an automated support tool
for the re�nement calculus.
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The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section gives an outline of the

re�nement calculus, illustrated by an example development. Section 3 introduces the language
for recording re�nements, and Section 4 gives some of its derivable properties. This is followed
by a description of the language's use in the re�nement editor.

2 Re�nement Calculus

The re�nement calculus [12, 16] is based on weakest precondition semantics and uses an extension
of Dijkstra's language of guarded commands [5]. That extension has a speci�cation statement,

the inclusion of which eliminates the distinction between programs and speci�cations. Instead,
an executable subset of the programs is distinguished, called code, and speci�cation and program

are synonyms.

All constructs in the language are given weakest precondition semantics. We write wp(P ; �) for
the weakest precondition for program P to establish the postcondition �. For example, assignment
and sequential composition are de�ned:

wp(x := E ; �) b= �[xnE ]

wp(P ; Q ; �) b= wp(P ;wp(Q ; �))

Note: P [xnT ] denotes the safe substitution (avoiding variable capture) in P of T for x .

The extensions to Dijkstra's language are given wp semantics also. The speci�cation statement

w : [pre; post ] means that if the precondition pre holds initially, then the postcondition post is
established, changing only those variables mentioned in the frame w . It is de�ned:

wp(w : [pre; post ]; �) b= pre ^ (8w � post ) �)

The re�nement relation v holds between programs P and Q if Q satis�es every speci�cation P

does. It is de�ned:

De�nition Re�nement. For programs P and Q , P v Q i� for all postconditions �,

wp(P ; �) V wp(Q ; �)

From these de�nitions, many laws are shown to hold (e.g., see [12]). Here are some examples:

Law 1 Assignment. If pre V post [xnE ],

w ; x : [pre; post ] v x := E

Law 2 Strengthen postcondition. If post 0 V post ,

w : [pre; post ] v w : [pre; post 0]

Law 3 Weaken precondition. If pre V pre 0,

w : [pre; post ] v w : [pre 0; post ]
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Law 4 Sequential composition. For any formula mid ,

w : [pre; post ] v w : [pre;mid ];
w : [mid ; post ]

Law 5 Alternation1. If pre V G1 _ G2,

w : [pre; post ] v if G1 ! w : [G1 ^ pre; post ]

[] G2 ! w : [G2 ^ pre; post ]
fi

Law 6 Skip. If pre V post ,

w : [pre; post ] v skip

There is a growing body of literature [6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15] concerned with other aspects of the

re�nement calculus.

2.1 Example development

As an example of program development using the re�nement calculus we present a small case
study. Here we derive a program to calculate the maximum of three integers. Although the

program is trivial, our purpose is to illustrate the calculus and the structure of development.

We commence with a simple abstract program:

m: [true;m = max(a; b; c)]

The �rst step is the application of Law 4 with m = a the chosen formula for mid .

v m: [true;m = a]; (i)
m: [m = a;m = max(a; b; c)] (ii)

The �rst statement (i) can be re�ned using Law 1. The proviso true V (m = a)[mna] must be

satis�ed for this step to be valid.

(i) v m := a

Statement (ii) is further divided into subtasks using Law 4. Here we choose m = max(a; b) for
mid :

(ii) v m: [m = a;m = max(a; b)]; (iii)
m: [m = max(a; b);m = max(a; b; c)] (iv)

1The speci�c case for two guarded commands is presented rather than that for an arbitrary number since the

latter uses notation whose description falls outside the scope of this paper.
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Each of these speci�cations can be implemented by an if-statement. For the �rst, we use Law 5

with the two guards m � b and m � b. This has the proviso m = a V m � b _ m � b.

(iii) v if m � b !
m: [m � b ^ m = a;m = max(a; b)] (v)

[] m � b !
m: [m � b ^ m = a;m = max(a; b)] (vi)

fi

The �rst guarded statement is re�ned by Law 1 with proviso m � b ^ m = a V (m =
max(a; b))[mnb], and the second by Law 6.

(v) v m := b

(vi) v skip

Development of the second if-statement follows the same pattern as the �rst. The proviso here
is m = max(a; b)V m � c _ m � c.

(iv) v if m � c !

m: [m � c ^ m = max(a; b);m = max(a; b; c)] (vii)
[] m � c !

m: [m � c ^ m = max(a; b);m = max(a; b; c)] (viii)
fi

Finally, the guarded statements are re�ned to a simple assignment using Law 1 with proviso
m � c ^ m = max(a; b)V (m = max(a; b; c))[mnc], and using Law 6 respectively.

(vii) v m := c

(viii) v skip

That completes the development. Here are the collected proof obligations and the developed
program:

true V (m = a)[mna] m := a;
m = a V m � b _ m � b if m � b ! m := b

m � b ^ m = a V (m = max(a; b))[mnb] [] m � b ! skip

m � b ^ m = a V m = max(a; b) fi;

m = max(a; b)V m � c _ m � c if m � c ! m := c

m � c ^ m = max(a; b)V (m = max(a; b; c))[mnc] [] m � c ! skip

m � c ^ m = max(a; b)V m = max(a; b; c) fi

Although the presentation here is necessarily linear, the development has a tree-like structure.

The order of re�nement of sub-nodes of the development is decided by the developer.
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3 A Language of Re�nements

We can view each re�nement law as a (parametrized) transformation from one program to an-
other. It is then natural to think of a sequence of re�nement steps as a composite transformation

from the initial program (i.e., speci�cation) to the �nal program. Thus the development shown in
the previous section can be reconstructed from the initial program and the appropriate composite
transformation.

Two aspects of the composite transformation idea must be addressed: how to form a new trans-
formation from component transformations, and how to represent the tree-like structure of de-
velopments.

3.1 Composition

The application of transformation t2 to the result of applying transformation t1 is the forward
composition of transformations t1 and t2, written `t1 � t2'. (We avoid writing forward composition
as the usual `;' because of confusion with the programming language symbol). Thus, for all

transformations t1 and t2, and all programs p,

(t1 � t2) p b= t2 (t1 p):

3.2 Structured transformations

Many re�nement laws introduce language constructs which have component programs. For ex-
ample, Law 4 introduces sequential composition with two component programs. Each introduced

component may be subject to further (independent) transformation in the development.

For each construct of the target programming language we have a corresponding construct in the

transformation language. For example, there is a transformation construct t1 o

9
t2 corresponding

to the program construct p1; p2. Here is its meaning: For all transformations t1 and t2, and all
programs p1 and p2,

(t1 o

9
t2) (p1; p2) b= (t1 p1; t2 p2):

That is, the transformation t1 o

9
t2 when applied to a sequentially composed program (p1; p2)

yields a new, similarly-structured program in which the �rst branch is the program resulting from
t1 p1, and the second branch is the program resulting from t2 p2.

Other program constructs have similar transformation counterparts. The IF t1 [] t2 � � � [] tn FI

transformation can be applied to an n-branch if-statement, in which case the transformation ti
applies to the ith guarded statement.

Similarly, DO t1 [] t2 � � � [] tn OD is a transformation applicable to an n-branch do-statement, in
which case the transformation ti applies to the ith guarded statement.

Here are two examples:

(IF t1 [] t2 FI )(if g1 ! p1 [] p2 fi) = if g1 ! (t1 p1) [] g2 ! (t2 p2) fi
(DO t1 OD)(do g1 ! p1 od) = do g1 ! (t1 p1) od
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As a further example, the transformation VAR t can be applied to a block introducing a variable.

This is its de�nition: For all transformations t , variables x , and programs p,

(VAR t) (j [ var x � p ] j) b= j [ var x � (t p) ] j

3.3 Application outside the domain

In the above description the transformations were intended to be applied to a program structured
in a particular way. For example, (t1 o

9
t2) is de�ned when applied to a program p1; p2. What

happens if the given program is not of that structure? For those cases, the result of applying the
transformation to the program is abort.

If domain(t) represents the set of all programs of the structure required for application by trans-

formation t , then for all programs p,

t p b= abort if p 62 domain(t)

That de�nition makes total all transformations, ensuring that every transformation has a pre-

scribed meaning when applied to any given program.

3.4 Other re�nement laws

Not all re�nements manipulate the leaf nodes of the development. For example, it is easy to

show that x := 1; x := 0 is re�ned by x := 0. The re�nement language supports these program
transformations. A law which describes a program transformation is recorded in the same way

as other laws. If the transformation associated with the law just described is pt , then it may
appear in a transformation as follows:

t1 � (t2 o

9
t3) � pt :

Just as it is clear from the transformation that t1 creates a program of the form p1; p2, so is it
clear that pt accepts a program of that form.

3.5 Identity

The language includes the identity transformation, denoted by id , and de�ned as follows. For all
programs p,

id p b= p:

3.6 Transformation parameters

Atomic transformations record the application of individual laws. That record is of the law used

and the parameters to that law. The parameters are those elements of the law which cannot be
determined solely from the program being re�ned. For example, mid is a parameter of Law 4.
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When a law has more than one parameter, the order is simply that in which the components

occur in the law. Law 5, for example, has parameters G1 and G2 in that order.

Although the name of the law could simply be a unique number, a short name indicative of the

law's purpose is more helpful. For example, the strengthen postcondition (Law 2) and weaken
precondition (Law 3) could be named spost and wpre respectively. Laws which introduce program
constructs can be named by the structure they introduce. Thus we could name Law 1 as assI ,
Law 4 as seqI , and Law 5 as ifI , and so on.

If we write L ha; bi to represent the application of the law named L with the sequence of param-
eters ha; bi, the example development given in Section 2 can be written like this:

seqI hm = ai �
(assI hai o

9

seqI hm = max(a; b)i �

(ifI hm�b;m�bi � IF assI hbi [] skipI hi FI o

9

ifI hm�c;m�ci � IF assI hci [] skipI hi FI
)

)

We show later how this transformation can be displayed more clearly.

4 Properties

The preceding de�nitions give rise to some simple but important properties of transformations.
They are presented here without proof, though each proof is straightforward.

Property 1 Identities of composition. For all transformations t ,

t � id = id � t = t

Representing a transformation of n components by Tn(t1; t2; : : : ; tn), this is the identity property
for structured transformations:

Property 2 Identity of structured transformations. For all positive integers n, and all transfor-
mations Tn ,

Tn(id ; : : : ; id) = id :

Here are some instances of that property:

id o

9
id = id

IF id FI = id

DO id OD = id
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Composition distributes through transformations of the same structure.

Property 3 Composition distribution. For all positive integers n, and all transformations Tn ,
p1::pn , q1::qn,

Tn(p1; : : : ; pn) � Tn(q1; : : : ; qn) = Tn(p1 � q1; : : : ; pn � qn):

For example,

(p1 o

9
p2) � (q1 o

9
q2) = (p1 � q1 o

9
p2 � q2)

5 The Language in the Re�nement Editor

The language of re�nements is currently used to record developments in the re�nement editor [18].
Like other tools for the re�nement calculus [3, 4, 8], the re�nement editor provides automated
support for re�nements, performing the purely clerical tasks, and allowing the user to concentrate
on the important elements of a development. Automation helps avoid the drudgery (and errors!)

of developments on paper.

In the re�nement editor, the language not only serves to record developments, but is also used
to guide the user. The current transformation is displayed with law parameters omitted. As an

illustration, the transformation given in Section 3.6 of the example development in Section 2.1 is
displayed as:

seqI � (assI o

9
seqI � (ifI � IF assI [] skipI FI o

9
IF assI [] skipI FI ))

The user edits and traverses the transformation rather than attempting to operate on a partially
developed program. That approach leads to many simpli�cations and is a major strength of the

editor.

In a development one typically re�nes the most recently derived sub-program. The editor operates
by appending an identity template to the current transformation. The structure of the template

matches the sub-program. The use of such templates is justi�ed by the identity properties of
Section 4. Application of Law 4, for example, which introduces a program of the form p1; p2,
automatically inserts a transformation id o

9
id , ready for further development of each program

component.

Recording a development by its initial program and transformation is generally storage-e�cient,
without losing other bene�ts. All intermediate programs, and the provisos associated with each

law application can be reconstructed from the development record.

In the context of automated support, the language of re�nements can be used to enhance the

facilities of the re�nement calculus. The language can be extended to cater for alternative devel-

opments. The notation t1 j t2 is used to mean t2 is an alternative to t1, and is de�ned thus: For
all transformations t1 and t2, and programs p,

(t1 j t2) p b= t1 p:

The user selects the alternative development by an editor operation which replaces (t1 j t2) by
(t2 j t1).
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6 Conclusion

The language of re�nements is a simple language of transformations used to record program
developments under the re�nement calculus. Its strong mathematical basis and consistency make

it straightforward to implement, and easy to extend. The success of the language within the
re�nement editor both as a recording device and for primary display are consequences of that
simplicity and strength.

Further work investigating the support of data re�nement in the re�nement editor is expected to
lead to associated extensions in the language of re�nements.
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